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The Wrecks: an icon dismantled

Why?

Dismantling the wrecks superstructure (Photo 30th Oct 2015)

“Following an
engineering assessment in
December 2014, it was
found that the wreck
system had been
significantly degraded and
become unstable. This was
primarily due to the
deterioration of the
wrecks between the LW
and HW mark which is
constantly exposed/
covered/ re-exposed to the
marine environment. The
report also found that the
higher structures are still
quite solid and hold a
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Statement of Aims
1. To promote the preservation of Moreton
Island as a natural area to be managed for
public recreation and enjoyment provided
always that the recreational uses are consistent
with conservation aims.
2. To foster the conservation of the vegetation,
fauna and natural features of Moreton.
3. To facilitate public awareness and
appreciation of Moreton Island as a natural
area and encourage support for its preservation
and management in accordance with these
objects.
4. To co-operate with, or promote co-operation
by any means with and among persons, trusts,
corporations, firms, associations, institutions,
governments, instrumentalities or government,
municipal authorities and other bodies in the
Commonwealth or its Territories or elsewhere
for the purpose of carrying out any object of
the organisation.
5. To oppose any development or usage of
Moreton Island which is contrary to the
preservation and good management of the
island in accordance with these objects.
6. Generally, to take such lawful action as it
considers necessary or appropriate in the
interests of promoting the preservation and
good management of Moreton Island in
accordance with these objects.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not
necessarily those of the Moreton Island
Protection Committee or its members.
Contributions to this newsletter are welcome,
but the editors accept no responsibility for
alterations made to articles.
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The Wrecks: an icon dismantled
continuedsignificant amount of weight,
increasing the risk by transferring
that weight through the lower
unstable tidal sections.
Whilst the iconic silhouette of the
wrecks will be altered, I wish to
reiterate that the wrecks will not be
removed as a whole and that we
are conscious of the need to
maintain a safe anchorage in
Moreton bay, especially during
westerly winds.” email excerpt
from Jonathan Beatty, Assistant
Harbour Master, Brisbane.
Unfortunately the statement “the
iconic silhouette of the wrecks will
be altered” turned out to be quite an
understatement.
A camper who has regularly
anchored at The Wrecks for the last
30 years complained that the
effectiveness of The Wrecks as a
breakwater was now useless with
swells over-topping the remaining
structure.
The Federal Member for Petrie,
Luke Howarth MP is lobbying the
Defence Minister, Marise Payne to
get more decommissioned ships to
be sunk off Moreton Island. Go to
http://lukehowarth.com.au/tangalo
omawrecks/ for ways to support
this campaign.

Donations to MIPC
MIPC welcomes tax deductible
donations which are only used for
conservation activities.

EFT Details
BSB 633 000 Bendigo Bank
Account # 141368456
Acct Name Moreton Island
Protection Committee.
Enter your name in the reference
box. Please notify us by email,
phone or mail of your payment.

Volunteers give much
more than their time!
MIPC volunteers contribute not
only their unpaid time but also a
great diversity of skills gained
through formal education and
work place experience.
Merv Tyler brought to his volunteer
work skills from the trade of Boiler
making and a Certificate in
Horticulture from TAFE. Merv
built the North Point nursery,
propagated plants and has planted
out thousands of trees at the Cape.
The North Point nursery has been a
key component of our successful
grant applications.
Christine Sanders has worked with
guide dogs as an occupational
therapist, is a keen naturalist and
has been regular visitor to the
island for over 20 years. Christine
prepared the Oil Recovery Grant
Application 2009 to cover the costs
of borrowing Nifty the Cane Toad
Detecting Dog from the Western
Australian government. Christine
further enhanced her skills with
detecting dogs by undertaking the
role of primary handler and carer
for Nifty. When the Brisbane City
Council held a stakeholders
meeting to see what could be done
about keeping Moreton toad free
Christine represented MIPC. After
this meeting the Brisbane City
Council decided to fund work by
the Cane Toad Detecting Dogs and
asked Christine to provide onground assistance for the searches.
The depth of expertise and
historical knowledge available
from our combined membership is
truly impressive.

MIPC (07) 33211463
Only messages can be left at the
MIPC's number. Please commence
your message with your phone
number.
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Cane Toad Detector dog finds cane toad
Cane Toad Detecting dogs Bolt and Tommy provided a focal point for promoting Moreton's Cane Toad Free
Status while searching Moreton for cane toads. Searches were funded by the Brisbane City Council and in-kind
support was provided by Tangalooma Resort and the Qld National Parks and Wildlife Service. Article based
on reports by volunteer Christine Sanders who with Don Franklin supported Steve Austin and Springer Spaniels
Tommy and Bolt in their work on Moreton Island.
Despite the occasional cane toad being found over the
years, Moreton has retained its cane toad free status.
Toads that have managed to successfully stow away in
building materials, landscaping materials and camping
gear have to date been found before they could breed.
The increasing visitation rate on Moreton is increasing
the risk of cane toads breeding on the island.

During the 2015 Easter holidays Bolt found a cane
toad at the top of the Wrecks campground near the tap
at the toilets. In 2009 campers found a toad at the
same location. Bolt indicated at three other sites – at
the Wrecks north shower and twice in Cowan.

Moreton is the only sand island free of a toad
population and it is important that it stays that way.
BCC is to be congratulated for allocating funds to
assist in keeping Moreton toad free. Brisbane City
Council (BCC) has also provided an updated brochure
and signage to educate visitors to Moreton about its
toad free status. If visitors are aware they can take
appropriate action if they locate a cane toad.
The Brisbane City Council asked MIPC volunteer
Christine Sanders to provide on-island support. The
first visit by trainer Steve Austin and Bolt
(www.steveaustindogtrainer.com) was during the
Easter holidays in 2013. Two follow up searches were
made in 2015, during the Easter holidays (17th to 22nd
April) by Bolt and in the Christmas holidays (18th to
22nd December) by Tommy. Sites searched during 2015
included 









Tangalooma - nursery, water treatment ponds,
back gardens and drains;
Ben Ewa campground, The Wrecks and refuse
bins twice;
home sites at Cowan and Cowan transfer
station – twice;
at Bulwer, glamping sites, road reserves and
residences;
Eagers Creek and Spitfire Creek and Yellow
Patch;
Blue Lagoon untilities block – twice;
The Wrecks and Ben Ewa campground;
refuse bins at The Wrecks;
North Point campground and Nursery.

Sites that are regularly watered in urban areas were
targeted as they are likely to attract toads. Natural
waters bodies were also searched as potential breeding
locations.

Bolt with the cane toad he found at The Wrecks
facilities block. (17th April 2015)
The dogs are trained to avoid non target wildlife and
the success of this training was witnessed when Bolt
gave a very clear aversion response when a newly shed
snake skin was encountered.
Every opportunity to talk to campers was taken to
publicise the toad free status of Moreton. During the
Easter search a short presentation was given by Steve
and Bolt prior to the commencement of dolphin
feeding at the Tangalooma.
During the December searches with Tommy the only
strong indication given was under a tent at EB11. No
toad was found however and discussions with the
campers indicated that toads may have been present
where the tent was stored on the mainland. During a
demonstration search in the car park at the Cape a
large grey/black tabby cat was flushed from the
vegetation in the centre island of the car park.
Steve advised that using a dog to search vehicles
and equipment on the ferries would be the most effective way of reducing the risk of introduction.
The first step in achieving this would be to find a
volunteer who lives on the way to the MICat to host
a cane toad detecting Dog. If you want to host a
dog please contact us to discuss how we can fund
the significant cost of hosting a trained dog.
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Mossman River Grass control

Control burn at the Cape

One of our goals has been to control MRG in all campsites and access roads north of Middle Track. Infestations at these campsites reached their peak after the oil
spill in 2009. Well established infestations expanded
when camping was not permitted at camp sites due to
the oil spill cleanup over Easter. Inadequate control
measures by Parks exacerbated the infestations when
MRG with mature seed heads were whipper-snipped
resulting in spreading of seeds. Plants with mature
seeds were sprayed with Roundup which did not kill
the seeds but killed plants growing among the MRG
creating bare areas which favour MRG germination.
(There is no herbicide specific to MRG available)

Probably the most visited spot on the island now
presents a much degraded experience for visitors. Vegetation clearing prior to burning followed by the burn,
has almost eliminated all shade in the car park and onthe walking track to the info centre.

By the end of autumn 2015 our volunteers had cleared
most sites at least twice since the beginning of the year
and these were mostly free of MRG. In spring we once
again cleared most sites before the September holidays
however we could not get to some significant infestations. Timely mowing just before the holidays removed most mature seeds including the majority of
seeds that had already dropped. Not only does mowing
significantly decrease seed stock but it also prevents
campers spreading them. The mowing made camping
a much more pleasant experience for the busy holiday
time. Volunteers made a complete sweep of all sites in
November and December which has left campsites for
the Christmas New Year holiday mostly free of MRG
with mature seed heads.
Volunteers were very disheartened when it became obvious that the mowing contractor had not been engaged to mow campsites before Christmas. Most sites
have a diversity of weeds with mature seeds which will
spread over the summer. Previously, regular mowing
had been effective in encouraging couch grass to cover, among which MRG and other weed species have
much reduced germination rates. Given the enormous
effort by our volunteers over the years it is extremely
disappointing that Parks did not facilitate mowing of
all campsites with a mower and catcher prior to Christmas.

Curlew killed at night on Middle Track. Speed kills
especially at night (Photo 17 Oct 2015 )

Significant shade trees were removed in preparation
for control burn. Most regrowth are weeds.(Nov 2015)

Cape car park ~ shade gone (Photo 17 Nov 2015)

On this Cape walkway in preparation for a controlled
burn, the shrub layer of fuel was removed by hand,
leaving Banksia for canopy shade. Mowing encourages grasses and suppresses weeds and obviates the
need to burn. Nice! (Photo 20 Dec 2015)
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tions more than 90% of
plants have survived and
are growing well.

Planting at the Big Gully at The Cape

We have hundreds of
plants ready at the nursery but the dry conditions have prevented us
from planting. Planting
out during dry times
needs follow up watering and this is difficult
to schedule.
The tremor felt along
parts of the southern
east coast of Queensland
on Friday 25th Oct seems
to have resulted in a couple of landslides in our
Volunteers from Doctors for the Environment and MIPC at The Big Gully.
planting area, burying
(Photo 12th Sept 2015)
our hoses and some
plants in up to a metre of
clay. One of the North Point weeders reported that a
rock on which they regularly perched near the cliff
Planting this area was commenced in August 2014
edge of the big gully had vanished. We think a combiwhen 18 Nudgee College students planted 30 Casuarination of heavy rains prior to the tremor and the tremor
na . Since then over a thousand plants have been
itself contributed to the landslides.
planted and despite the very difficult growing condi-

Plantings at The Big Gully
Casuarina

Pandanus

Other

Total

3-6 Apr 2015

175

109

25

309

24-26 Apr 2015

35

25

22

82

3-5 Oct 2015

20

0

145

165

Total 2015

230

134

192

556

Total 2014

487

28

74

589

Total to date

717

162

266

1145

Nursery at North Point

Plantings from 2014 all growing well (Photo 31 Oct
2015)

In the last 12 months we have continued to propagate
plants for the Cowan MI5 weed grant and for the big
gully. The MI5 Cowan project is replacing weed infestation with native plants with the aim of discouraging germination of weeds. Also plants are being made
available to residents to encourage replacement of exotic garden plants with natives. We have propagated
for the first time Midyim Austromyrtus dulcis from
seeds (over 700) which are excellent garden plants
with edible fruits. Advanced Midyim will be available
in autumn for residents. Other species suitable for gardens have been more difficult to propagate eg. Crinkle
Bush Lomatia silaifolia cuttings have had a less than
50% success rate for cuttings, resulting in just 20
plants.
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Everyones Environment Grant
Just prior to the calling of the Jan 2015 State elections
MIPC was awarded an Everyones Environment Grant
of $28,266 by the Department of Environment and
Heritage Protection. Works are to be completed by 30th
May and reports submitted by 30th June 2016.

lunteers and assistance with watering plantings. A big
Thank You to the to the Fire Station Committee for the
use of the fire station for the launch, especially Paul
Morris and Tony Chapman for generously making it
available as a base for the volunteer Weedbuster
Weekends.

The MI5 Community Invasive Species Control and Replacement programme aims to control weeds outside
the National Park boundaries at Cowan. Residents
who give permission will have the occurrence of their
weeds mapped and be encouraged to remove them and
replace them with native plants propagated from island
stock. Funds are available to hire weed control contractors who have demonstrated effective weed control
working for Parks.
The main five weeds being targeted are;
Prickly pear Opunitia stricta
Singapore daisy Sphagneticola triobata
Asparagus fern Asparagus aethiopicus
Mother of Millions Bryophyllum delagoenose
Umbrella tree Schefflera actinophylla
Significant budget items includes $10,000 to support
plant propagation at the North Point nursery; $8,000
to weed spraying contractors; over $6,000 to support
volunteers transport and field costs; and $2,400 for
weed mapping by Qld Herbarium.
We thank supporters who have offered direct support
for the project. Such support is crucial in achieving
success in grant applications.
We thank the following for the undertakings we were
able to include in our grant submission Weed Spotters Qld for technical assistance to
the value of $1,200
 Landscape Conservation Weed contractors
$2,000 worth of spraying at no charge.
 Tangalooma Resort with ferry fares valued at
$4,900
 Cowan Habitat Group for volunteer accommodation valued at $4,800
 Cowan Residents Association $1,000 donation
The project was launched at an information evening
held in the Cowan Fire Station on the Queens Birthday
June 2015 attended by 34 landholders and volunteers.
A demonstration of control techniques was shown and
native plants were provided by MIPC from the North
Point nursery for residents to plants. DAF Pest Plant
factsheets and Sunshine Coast Council booklets (Our
Local Beauties) were provided.
A BBQ was held after the launch. Many offers of support were made by residents eg accommodation for vo-

Project launch at the Cowan Fire Station (6th June 2015)
MIPC wishes to thank  Landscape Conservation Weed Contractors for
their extremely effective & careful work;
 Melinda Laidlaw and the Qld Herbarium for
weed mapping in the township;
 Tangalooma and Trevor Hassard for a major
contribution of transport;
 MICat for providing discounted ferry fares to
the value of $1000
 Cowan Fire Service who have let us use their
facilities for Weedbuster Weekends. Paul
Morris and Tony Chapman for unreserved support with on ground logistics;
 Terry Mcguire, Nathan and Georgia Betteridge,
Shona Di-Clemente and Phil Watt for accommodation;
 Sam Johnstone for stepping up to co-ordinate a
Weedbuster Weekend;
 BCC, Jenny Leask and BCC Habitat Brisbane
for ongoing support and co-ordinating volunteers for the Weedbuster Weekends;
 Cowan resdients who assisted in Weedbuster
Weekends by watering and caring for newly
planted plants;
 Other supporters including Qld Parks & Wildlife Service & Dept Agriculture & Fisheries;
 Justen Heardman for coordinating the project;
 The enthusiastic MIPC volunteers;
 Everyones Environment Grant Program, Depart
of Environment & Heritage Protection for supplying the grant.
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Volunteers Report 2015

Parks vegetation removal

Our Friends of Park Grant finished in Dec 2014. Since
then all of our 2015 Cape plantings and Mossman River Grass weeding programmes have been funded by
MIPC at the cost of $4,677.

We also depend largely on member donations and the
effectiveness of the 2014 Friends of Parks Grant was
greatly enhanced by MIPC's ability to fund a continuation of the weeding, propagating and planting programmes.

A significant amount of clearing of vegetation around
the island demonstrates an increased priority by Parks
to clear vegetation from around facilities, along campsite access roads and pedestrian access to points of interest. The preferred tool for this clearing along access
tracks and at campsites seems to be a tractor, which is
a rather blunt instrument for removing the occasional
intruding branch or unsafe tree. These works have created new opportunities for increased weed establishment. We are informed by Parks that these bare areas
are covered with mulch to reduce weed opportunities
where possible. Unfortunately our hands-on experience has shown Mossman River Grass growth is enhanced in such mulched areas eg. entrance to Middle
Track on the ocean side.

MIPC volunteers are accommodated at Moreton Experience's Blue Lagoon camp at no cost and vehicle hire
is provided by Moreton Experience at significantly discounted rates.

Clearing of vegetation between individual campsites at
The Wrecks campgroud has left a clear view from one
end of the site to the facilities in the middle, leaving no
privacy for campers.

The MICat ferry has supported us with over $3,000 of
discounted fares for volunteers and vehicles. Such assistance enables MIPC to devote our limited resources
to organising volunteers on the island rather than
fundraising.

Volunteers Hours 2015 .
No persons

Weeding
hours

Rubbish
hours

Propagatio Total
n hours
hours

6-8 Mar

4

18

0

18

20-22 Mar

6

40

17

57

3-6 Apr

15

3

149

152

24-26 Apr

18

91

69

160

9-10 May

2

10

6

16

15-17 May

6

36

28

64

25-28 May

1

24

6

30

5-8 Jun

6

42

53

95

19 Jun

2

4

23

27

7-9 Aug

3

8

21

29

4-6 Sep

6

37

19

56

11-13 Sep

11

22

72

94

2-5 Oct

26

104

146

250

15-18 Oct

1

4

4

6-8 Nov

6

37

21

58

4-6 Dec

3

21

4

25

19-23 Dec

2

10

8

18

TOTALS

118

507

0

646

1153

2014 totals

101

277

28

635

1041

New Facebook Page Trial
Like us at facebook.com/Moreton-Island-Protection-Committee to receive event notifications.

The Wrecks facilities were virtually invisible from the
beach prior to clearing (Photo 17 Oct 2015)

When the shelter shed at The Wrecks was built RIC
Chris Hanlon reported that they had achieved their
goal of placing the shed behind screening vegetation
so it would not be visible from the beach. Not any
more though. The native hibiscus that were pruned to
ground level are regrowing, thankfully. (Photo 17 Oct
2015)
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Whats on ... !!

Costs

Jan 22 & 23-26 Limited places for volunteers to share
with Brisbane Bushwalkers at Blue Lagoon
Mar 4-6 Clean up Australia Weekend Volunteers at
Blue Lagoon.
Mar 18-20 Volunteers at Blue Lagoon
Apr 30-May 2 Volunteers at Blue Lagoon

Free for those who complete 9 hrs work over 3 days.
$45 for those who complete 6 hours work over 2 days.
Volunteers pay $15 for every other hour not worked.

Volunteer trips booking
**PLEASE BOOK AT LEAST 1 WEEK IN ADVANCE**
Alan 0428783781 (text only please) or
email mipc@moretonisland.org.au or
call MIPC's answering service on 33211463
DEPART Friday 8.30 am 14 Howard Smith Drive,
Port of Bris. Arrive by 8am for orderly loading of
luggage in vehicle.
or Sat 8.30 departure – min 3 required.
NB MICAT charges $15 per day for parking.
Car pooling is arranged when possible.
Car parking on the street is tolerated by Port of Bris
but is signed as not allowed.
RETURN departure from The Wrecks 4.30pm
Sunday.
BYO sleeping bag, food, plates, mug, cutlery and esky.
Camp kitchen and tents with stretchers provided.

Volunteer work at Blue Lagoon
This season work will include planting out at the Cape,
especially the Big Gully; propagation at the North
Point nursery; weeding Mossman River Grass and
collecting rubbish. This season's work will be funded
by MIPC.
Too busy to volunteer? - a tax deductible donation to
support volunteers is great way to contribute.

Recreational Weekends at Blue La'
Prefer not to volunteer? You are welcome to come on
a volunteer weekend. A trip to the Cape is included.
Cost $160 - payable to MIPC.

Clean Up Australia Day - Mar 4-6
This year tides are suitable for us to join in the Clean
Up Austalia Day. Although beach rubbish is light at
the moment often at this time of the year there are extreme weather events which result in large quantities of
beach rubbish. We will also work on other projects
during the weekend.
Just a thought...

The Awfulisers

by Michael Leunig

Every night and every day,
The awfulisers work away,
Awfulising public places,
Favourite things and little graces,
Awfulising public treasurers,
Common joys and simple pleasures;
Awfulising far and near,
The parts of life we hold so dear;
Democratic, clean and lawful,
Awful, Awful, Awful.

Membership form
Annual fee $10
Name …………............……………………....
Address……………………………………………….
…………………………............… Post code ………
Email ….......................................................................
Phone……………….......… Mob ..………………….

Household $15

Pens./Conc. $5

$…………….. for ….. years membership.
$....................... as a tax deductible donation;
Donations of $2 or more are tax deductible.
The MIPC Public Fund is a public fund listed on the Register of
Environmental Organisations under item 6.1.1 of subsection 30-55(1) of
the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997

Pay by cheque, money order or EFT transfer:

BSB 633 000 Bendigo Bank Acct # 141368456

I consent to my photo, taken during MIPC activities,
and my name being published in the public domain
(cross out if you do not wish photo of you to be
published)

Acct Name Moreton Island Protection Committee.
PLEASE enter your name in the EFT reference box.
PLEASE report EFT payment by mail, email or phone.

Signed _................................ Date ____ / ____ / ____

Ph: 3321 1463
mipc@moretonisland.org.au
PO Box 2182 Ashgrove West 4060

